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SICAM Pordenone, 15. – 18. October 2019

Slim fit in base units: „DISPENSA junior slim“ by Kesseböhmer – one
fitting for all widths
Kesseböhmer are presenting a true allrounder in their new slim fitting version of the larder pull-out for
base units at Sicam 2019. Like its big brother in the larder, the „DISPENSA junior slim“ will be available
for all unit widths of 400, 300, 200 and even 150 mm. In the 200 mm wide unit in particular, this stable
fitting achieves the best use of width on the market. The pull-out was designed specifically for export
and retail, is held on stock and is simple to plan, offering easy handling and optimised storage and
logistics.
Pharmacy-style cabinets provide lots of room in the smallest spaces. Kesseböhmer is making this tried and
tested principle from pharmacies available to kitchen users with their „DISPENSA“. The new „DISPENSA junior
slim“ fits harmoniously into the „DISPENSA“ family – with all of the benefits such as consistent tray design, a
variety of frame colours, height adjustability of the trays, use of hanging elements and „YouboXx“ compatibility.
The „DISPENSA junior slim“ is a retrofittable fitting that runs on two slim, central base rails with top connection,
providing a high level of stability to the front and sides. The perfect harmony is achieved by three-dimensional
front panel adjustment: The left/right adjustment is possible both in the upper and lower front panel area.
Moreover, the angle of the panel at the top and the panel height below can be adjusted precisely. Planning is
simplified since it is not necessary to have right and left-hand versions. Packaged as a flat pack, the
„DISPENSA junior slim“ certainly optimises transportation but also warehousing costs.
The fact that all of the „DISPENSA“ hanging elements and trays can also be used in the „junior slim“ with its
variable widths also plays a role in this. Customers can choose between the closed „ARENA pure“ trays,
„ARENA classic“ trays with heir classic round wire railings, the „ARENA style“ trays edged with a narrow metal
band, „ARENA vario“ with glass sides, wire baskets or the freely positionable, modular „YouboXx“ storage
boxes in various sizes, shapes and colours. All of these elements are height-adjustable and therefore offer
flexible storage space. They can also be removed fully for easy cleaning.

Caption: The "DISPENSA junior slim" is a retrofittable fitting that runs on two
slim, central base rails with top connection, providing a high level of stability to
the front and sides. Photo: Kesseböhmer
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